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WOODWORMS
Club in the Public Eye - part 1
Well that’s Open Day over this year, time to start thinking about next year folks!
Seriously though, I think we all thought it went well but there’s always room for
improvement so if you have any ideas how we can make it better in 2018 then PLEASE
let a committee member in on the secret! There is a condition attached to this though, if
you have an idea it would be great if you could help to implement it. Open Day doesn’t
just happen, a lot of effort goes on behind the scenes that most people are unaware of -
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- direction signs seem to appear by magic, but it isn’t! Local publicity seems to also FREE TO MEMBERS
happen by magic as do table layouts etc. but I can assure you it isn’t the work of Harry
Potter; a handful of members put in many hours of work and they would welcome your input.
Generally, I think we got it right (oddly enough
the hot weather possibly didn’t work in our favour
- lets face it, if you were sipping a cool pint in a
pub garden would you want to leave it to drive to
a woodcraft show miles away???!!!!!!!!!) We met
several people who showed a keen interest in
joining the club, we certainly demonstrated what
the club was all about and, as a bonus, we
raised money for our nominated charity. So
thanks to all who helped prior to the day and on
the day (you know who you are!).
Visitors take advantage of the refreshments available whilst in the background more visitors try their luck
on the competition stalls. ( More on pages 8, 9 and 10)

Part 2 - Celebrating Cromford - report by Derek Puplett
Earlier in the year the Club was invited to participate in the Celebrating Cromford event to be held in
Cromford Village on 17th. June. Our involvement was to be demonstrating our skills in turning, pyrography
and carving with the opportunity of selling our wares. As the day dawned when we were due to be going
on display, I found that I was going to be performing a solo role, but fortunately our secretary came to my
rescue and sent out a plea for help. This was duly answered by our librarian, Chris Carlton-Bull together

with Peter and Val Branson. At least we had the set-up and morning session covered, so when a
couple of other members volunteered for the morning session, I was able to pass on their
assistance.
The forecast for the day was cracking, with brilliant wall to wall sunshine, so the need for some
shade was crucial to lasting the day without withering away. I managed to borrow a gazebo from
my daughter, knowing that they had a “concertina type” one that was easily assembled and
dismantled. Coupled with the one I own, things were looking to be cool on the day.
With the tools and exhibits fully loaded, Chris and I headed for Cromford, arriving just after 08:30
and started to unload. The game plan was for Chris to “pop up” the first gazebo whilst I continued
to unload, as we couldn’t stay parked in the road for too long. What my daughter forgot to tell me
was that they had bought a new gazebo and the concertina one was long gone. They now had a
super deluxe one that was more like one of those “pop up” tents that are mega easy . . .
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to erect - when you know how!! Between Chris and I, we managed to entertain the other stallholders for
some considerable time and I feel sure that if anyone had shot a video of our antics it would have gone
viral on YouTube. As frustration was setting in, we were then advised that the organisers had told us to set
up in the wrong place, so we had to move all our bits and pieces to the other end of the road, including the
super deluxe gazebo that still resembled a creature from Quatermass and the Pit (if you’re old enough to
remember it).
The good news was that the new pitch was next to the pub and the hog roast. We decided to abandon
gazebo 1 and concentrate on getting the conventional one assembled with all the exhibits on tables and
displayed in a reasonable manner. We were able to show various aspects of woodturning, pyrography and
carving, just as we had intended.
At this point the cavalry arrived in the form of Peter and Val. With four people on the case, super deluxe
gazebo 1 was soon assembled and looking like a natural home for the trusty Axminster lathe and after a bit
of fine tuning, we soon had a working lathe, beautiful exhibits and Peter carving away whilst sunbathing.
Val and Chris did a sterling job explaining the virtues of our club and how some of the exhibits were made.
During the course of the morning, we had a steady stream of onlookers showing varying levels of interest
in our club. As the sun continued to blaze down on us it became a continuous problem to keep the exhibits
in the shade moving them from one place to another as the sun’s orbit moved the shadows. Our beautiful
layout soon became not so beautiful as we clumped bits into whatever shade we could find.
By lunchtime we were all suffering from the heat and things were forecast to get even hotter - and they did!
They also got noisier as we were also next to the entertainment tent! After lunch Peter and Val departed
and the jazz band struck up followed by a folk singer and children’s entertainer. The upside of the artists
performing was that it pulled in the crowds, so we got even more exposure. There were Bollywood
dancers, Morris dancers, a return of the jazz band, folk singer and children’s entertainer, all helping to
make it a pretty enjoyable and worthwhile day, but by 5:00pm Chris and I had had enough as the heat was
definitely telling on us.
Our missed opportunity was not having items for sale, but with limited resources, I think we did the best we
could and if we’re invited back next year, we can learn lessons from this year’s event and put on an even
better show next time. Would I be interested in doing it again? I think so, but only if we can muster a few
more volunteers.
Oh incidentally, the super deluxe gazebo came down considerably faster than it went up - even with just
two of us!

Top left - chasing the shade in the exhibits’ tent.
Above - our turning tent.
Left - Peter Branson in full flight carving whilst
simultaneously acquiring a suntan!
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May 2107 Meeting - Robin Barlow
Before introducing our guest demonstrator, the chairman explained that he had borrowed at short notice a LED
projector and screen and he would like members’ opinions of its value in demonstrations. If support was sufficient,
likewise with funds, the club would probably purchase one which would avoid having to have two televisions which
came with associated storage issues. The screen proved invaluable to our roving reporter as he hadn't chosen
wisely when selecting a seat for viewing the demo!
He then handed over to our guest, Robin Barlow, who we were told had been woodturning for over 20 years. He is
also chairman of Erewash Valley Woodturners Association.
Robin began his demonstration with a safety talk emphasising the use of safety glasses even if you wore
spectacles; a full face mask is preferable especially one with an air filtering arrangement. Sycamore and Ash are
“user friendly” but his favourite is Yew which is toxic in all parts making air filtration even more important.
For his first project he chose to make a cocktail stick dispenser. A
Sycamore blank was mounted on the lathe and rounded with a
spindle roughing gouge; he emphasised that you should NEVER use
a bowl gouge for this purpose as you are cutting across the grain in
places and if you get a “catch” it is possible to snap the tang on the
gouge with possible serious consequences.
Addressing beginners he reminded them to think of their ABC when
placing a gouge on the tool rest: A - anchor (make sure the tool is
held down firmly), B - allow the bevel to rub before attempting C - the
cut and D - direction. Hold the handle of the gouge into your side and
move your body in the direction of the cut. Having achieved a “round”
he cut a spigot at each end then he measured the blank (110mm) and
parted off the excess which was retained as the cap section and other
parts. He used different technique to most of us - he didn't part all the
way through but stopped the lathe and finished with a saw. He
cleaned up the end of the blank, marked the centre for later reference and cut a second spigot at the T.S.E.
Using a 35mm Forstner bit he drilled to a depth of 6mm plus the spigot (~ 10mm) - this will be at the top, and then
marked the position of the spigot in the chuck for later reference.
The blank was reversed in the chuck and another 35mm hole drilled to a depth of 10mm., a 32mm Forstner bit being
used to drill a hole to a depth of 70mm. The blank was again reversed in the chuck and a 28mm drill used to bore
through to the 32mm hole. The result is/should be a hole through the blank with a step about 1/3 of the way down
from the top (Do NOT panic!! Help is at hand at the end of the article!)
A Forstner bit is used as the sides must be absolutely parallel, something
difficult to achieve with a gouge - the plunger must be able to travel freely up
and down the cylinder. The cylinder was then smoothed out with abrasive
folded over a stick taking care to observe the direction of travel.

The next step was to form the plunger; first the shaft was cut away from a cylinder and turned to shape with the
plunger given a cup shape and diameter checked against the internal diameter of the cylinder produced earlier and
shaft parted off.
The piece parted off at the beginning was remounted for the purpose of forming a plug for the base; this was turned
to 35mm and parted off.

A rubber-band pistol was confiscated from an algebra class, because it was
a weapon of math disruption.
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The remaining piece was used to form a top which was to be turned to a loose (ish) fit - too tight and as it is
removed from the dispenser it’s likely that the cocktail sticks would be scattered!!
The end of the timber was cleaned up and the centre marked and
drilled with a 7mm drill to accept the plunger shaft. The cap was then
turned to shape and assembly commenced. The plunger was
inserted and the plug fitted and glued in the base which was tidied up
and undercut slightly so that it stands up on flat surface; decoration
added as required. The body of the dispenser was shaped, the top
glued on to the plunger and the top shaped. Robin wrapped leather
around the base of the piece so that the jaws did not leave a mark.
Similarly, he used a revolving centre at the top end with a scrap of
cork pressing on the work piece so that it wasn’t marked.
Robin allowed us to photograph his instruction sheet for making the
dispenser and secretary Roger King used his expertise to produce a
plan and printed instructions. Anyone wanting an A4 set of these
plans and instructions should get in touch with the Editor.
Robin’s second project was by popular demand a square edge bowl.
His blank was mounted on a woodscrew “chuck” and a spigot cut for
future gripping and the centre marked. Robin commenced turning
away the timber to the required shape and cleaned up the spigot area
using a skew chisel as a scraper. The remainder of the base was
cleaned up with a scraper and
then sanded. The piece was
reversed and hollowing
commenced leaving the centre intact as this is where you find the bulk of the
strength. Using a Proxxon saw and the lathe in motion, Robin slowly
dragged the tool from the centre outwards creating a textured finish. Now
with the lathe stationary some exaggerated lines were formed with the tool;
the face of the bowl was softened using a powered abrasive brush, sprayed
with sanding sealer and brushed again to remove raised fibres. The texturing
was then coloured using a wax “paint” applied with the fingers (see end of
article) and the bowl completed by hollowing the centre.
The bowl was reversed and spigot removed - Robin uses a “cheap” reverse
chuck comprising a foam rubber covered disc and workpiece held in place by a revolving centre (using the centre
point marked in early stage) - works well and cheaper than Cole jaws! The base is made slightly concave so that
the bowl doesn’t rock and the remaining pip removed with a skew chisel.
For his third project Robin prepared to make an “Apple box”. He turned a piece of Spalted Beech to a cylinder and
using the 1/3 - 2/3 rule of Nature marked the top of the workpiece and cut it to shape. He cut a recess for the stalk
and parted off the top portion leaving behind a spigot. The top was mounted on a wood screw chuck through the
stalk hole and hollowed.
The base was then mounted and hollowed from centre to outside to avoid a “dig in” and a spigot formed at the join
and adjusted until the lid fitted. The lid was put into place and the whole piece re-profiled until the shape was
satisfactory. He then reversed the box back onto the W.S.C. and shaped the bottom almost down to the revolving
centre holding point. The two halves were taped together enabling Robin to take off the remaining nub on the base
after which he recessed it slightly to allow for location of the “flower” (a clove is good for this). The tape was
removed and tailstock put back in position and the workpiece sanded and finished. A stalk was inserted from a
selection he’d “made earlier”!
Another cocktail stick related item was the final project - a quick project suitable for beginners which produced an
item in the shape of a hedgehog for the dining table.
A blank was mounted 5mm. off centre at each end - this leaves a natural flat for standing. The piece was turned
down to form a snout and the remainder of the body shaped down as far as the drive centre. The body was
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textured using a Dremel type tool and a drill/piercing bit followed by gentle
sanding to removed any lifted pieces. Using a 3mm. drill, holes were bored to
accept the cocktail sticks followed by another “quick sand” and the eyes were
marked with the drill. The workpiece was removed from the lathe and the back
end of the hedgehog (that piece against the drive centre) was profiled using a
Dremel and suitable attachment.
Robin concluded his demonstration programme by showing us how he uses a
triple buffing system.
The “wax paint” used by Robin on the square edge bowl is “Buff-it” by Pinflair which he obtains from Snainton
Woodworking Supplies of Scarborough; it is also available from Amazon.co.uk at a slightly higher price but it is post
free.

The finished projects

More from Daventry

The AWGB travelling show included the exhibit we were
all looking for: the Christmas cracker from our very own
Chairman, Derek Puplett.
Looks like someone has been moving around the place
cards Derek!!
It doesn’t stop there as you will know if you purchased
the July edition of Woodturning magazine - see page 15
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Members’ Open Competition - May 2107
Second place taken by
Carole Snell for her
grotesque carving in Oak
(bets are still being
accepted on who she used
as a model!)

First place went to David
Waldron for this splendid
segmented vase using
Walnut, Maple and Cherry.

John Williams took third place
with his cake stand in Spalted
Beech and claiming a bonus
point for following the involuted
turning theme.

Also entered was
Roger King’s
example
of
involuted turning
in Sycamore (left),
Liz
King’s
pyrographed
cheese board and
David Reynold’s platter in Oak and Jarrah
Burr.
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Further entries were
(left), Graham Legg’s
bowl in Elm, Geoff
Dalton’s bowl in
Robinia and Derek
Puplett’s example
(left)
of involuted
turning in Sycamore .

Masters’ Competition - May 2017
The table was rather thinly populated but Richard Hagues
had a landslide victory with his captive ball in Sycamore and
Ply.

Second place went to Peter Fantham for his
entry in Ash (a bit small for you Peter!!).
Dick Potter had a tough time with his
involuted turning entry - the first one
shattered and the second one was held so
tightly by the glue it couldn’t be parted!!
Nevertheless, his perseverance paid off as
his was the only other entry and it got him
third place and points.
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June Meeting - Open Day
Member Geoff Nellis
donated this turned
square edge bowl
filled with sweets for
the charity stall.
Entrants had to
guess the number of
sweets in the bowl to
win - if you didn’t
already know the
number was 67.
Alongside this stall
was a “lucky dip” - entrants had a 1 in 5 chance of
winning a light pull or other small item prepared by
members. Half of the takings from this stall went to the club. At the end of proceedings it was
pleasing to discover that we had raised a total of £67 for our nominated charity Orchid (Fighting Male
Cancers) and £25 went to club funds.

Above - Geoff Nellis and his wife Jean set up their “craft
fair” stall and right, visitors admire the entries on the
competition table.

A bit early in the day here but Roger
King did attract more people to his
carving group later.
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Pyrography spans the generations.

The pyrographers are getting younger!
Lisa Wiiliams keeps a close eye on a
young visitor who clearly has a talent
for this craft.

A varied display of
members’ work
demonstrating the
depth of talent we
have at the club.
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A good display of pyrography items for
visitors to admire - dominated by our
Chairman’s favourite watering hole!

Right - Nicola Godber of Dimensions Designs set
up her stall showing the pyrography blanks and
other wooden items that they produce using laser
etc. technology.

Tony Reindorp, assisted by his
good lady, talks to visitors about
his marquetry work. Apparently
some were amazed to learn that
no paint was used, it was all
wood!!!

A young visitor makes a
pit stop for lunch and finds
water melon to be quite
tasty!
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Members’ Open Competition - June 2017
There are two sets of
placings for this Open
Day competition.
On
the day all votes
including visitors’ are
taken into account but
for the purpose of point
scoring for the league
table, the visitors’ votes
are stripped out.

First on the day and also
with visitors’ votes taken
out
was Carole Snell
with her squirrel carving
in Mahogany.

Derek Puplett’s
entry in Spalted
Beech and Ebony
was unplaced on
the day but rose to
third place when
visitors’ votes had
been discounted.

Second place was taken by
Tina Shinner with this “living
art”.
Tina gained a place
after being voted third on the
day. It needs to be studied
closely to appreciate the
pyrography detail.

The
opposite
happened to John
Williams entry of his
honey pot in Maple
and Sapele as it was
clearly appreciated by
visitors being voted
second but unplaced
once members’ only
votes
were
considered.

Did you hear about the Buddhist who refused Novocaine during a root-canal
procedure? His goal: transcend dental medication.
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Members’ Open Competition continued

Other entries were, clockwise
from top left: Graham Legg
using Apple; John Waring with
his painted bowl from
Leylandii; David Reynolds
used various materials for his
lace bobbins - all his secrets
will be revealed in September; Roger
King clearly inspired by Robin Barlow’s
demo and produced this family of
hedgehogs; David Waker used Plum to
produce some very thinly turned egg
cups; who else but Tony Reindorp
illustrating different use for veneer; Liz
King’s pyrography entry; and last but
not least, Danny Gallacher shows how
he can always find a pencil when he
needs one (using Ash).
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Masters’ Competition - June 2017

Again there are two sets
of placings for this Open
Day competition.
On
the day all votes
including visitors’ are
taken into account but
for the purpose of point
scoring for the league
table, the visitors’ votes
are stripped out.

Continuing his love
affair with ply wood,
Richard Hagues
combines it with
Mahogany to take
first place.

In third place on
the day but rising
to second place
on the strength of
members’ votes
was Dick Potter
with his bowl in
Cherry.

Also on the table
was
John
Henbery’s bowl in
Sapele and Oak
illustrating an
alternative use for
veneer.

Clearly this appealed to
visitors as it took second
place on the day but fell
to third at “the recount” James Sharpe’s cocktail
stick holder in Spalted
Beech - wonder where
he got that idea?
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Daventry Show - May 2017
This was the 8th. year that Tudor Rose Woodturners had put on this show. Instead of it’s usual three days
they had to be content with two days only as the local council had fouled up the arrangements and let the
hall to someone else! Sounds ever so slightly familiar!!
The usual suspects from DDWC were seen to be in attendance, the trip made all the more worthwhile for a
couple of them as they netted a prize in the raffle.
Below is a selection of club stands at the show: there was some splendid work on display making some of
us think “why do I bother”!!!!!
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It’s that man again!!
Earlier in the year a small group of club members trekked over to Plumley near Knutsford to see a
woodturning demonstration at the HQ of Cheshire Guild of Woodturners. The demonstrator on the
day was Mark Baker, editor of Woodturning magazine, and during the course of his demonstration
he referred to the amount of waste that we, as tuners, often generate. Taking this as his cue, our
Chairman, Derek Puplett, told Mark how he had used shavings to create a “cake effect” for his
Christmas competition (2016) entry. Unfortunately for Derek an appointment in the operating
theatre at Derby Royal interrupted his turning activities and so all ideas were shelved until the
following March.
The theme for the March competition was based on the club’s 21st. birthday and so instead of a
Xmas cake, Derek produced a birthday cake.
The shell of the cake was turned from the supplied piece of Sycamore and the inside coated with
yacht varnish. Shavings were mixed with resin and then pushed into the hollow cake giving the
impression of a cake mix. The “chocolate” layer was just dyed shavings added after the first layer
had dried a little.
Felt tip pen and pyrography was used to decorate the cake as seen below.
Clearly Mark was suitably impressed by the description as he invited Derek to send him photos
which appeared in the July edition of Woodturning.

Well done that man! What we are
wondering now is, Where will he
turn up next?!
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Is this the “oldest woodwork”?
The Clacton spear, quo&ng from Wikipedia at h5ps://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clacton_Spear : It is made of yew
wood, shaped into a point, and when found was 387 mm
long, 39 mm diameter and straight. But drying out during
the first decades of storage it shrank to 367 mm by 37 mm,
and warped slightly into a curve. Treatment by wax
impregnation in 1952 has apparently stabilized it. At some
time before this, the last 32 mm of the tip has broken off
and been re-attached by conservators. This came off in
2013 and was re-attached. It is on display at the Natural
History Museum, London where its age is stated as
420,000 years. Tests to reproduce it suggested that it had
been formed by scraping with a curved flint tool of the type found on the same site, known as the Clactonian
notch.
Other good sites:
h5p://www.lithiccas&nglab.com/gallery-pages/organicprtsclactonspearlrg.htm
h5ps://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/proceedings-of-the-prehistoric-society/ar&cle/reappraisal-ofthe-clacton-spearpoint/E42A7E7D505E10A99E900908DD6DEA1C

Will someone dig up our eﬀorts in a few hundred thousand years &me and wonder whatever they were
for?
(Thanks to Bill Morley for providing this informa&on)
Club Contacts
Chairman - Derek Puplett
chairman@ddwc.co.uk
Vice-Chairman - Philip Jones
vicechair@ddwc.co.uk
Secretary - Roger King
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Treasurer - Digby Owen
treasurer@ddwc.co.uk
Woodworms - Independent newsletter of Derbyshire
Dales Woodcraft Club.
Editor/publisher : James Sharpe
20 Beech Drive,
Ashbourne DE6 1HL
01335 344 933

Demonstration Co-ordinator - Dick Potter
Tools Co-ordinator - Tom Livesey
Librarian - Chris Carlton-Bull
library@ddwc.co.uk
Competitions Co-ordinator/Woodworms
Editor - James Sharpe
woodworms@ddwc.co.uk
Should you wish to contact anyone NOT
displaying an email address then use
info@ddwc.co.uk and your message will
be forwarded to the appropriate person.
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